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With their technology down, due to the fall of a meteor, Terra Nova is left without defenses. The
Sixers get involved in retrieving the box belonging to Mira. However, they have to use their
firepower to get the dinosaurs to launch an attack on the colony. Surprisingly, the box is stolen and
returns to Taylorâ€™s son, who is actually its owner.

After the last installment of Terra Nova, everyone was expecting something huge to happen.
However, the beginning of this weekâ€™s episode was rather bland, showing Taylor and Jim embarking
on a fishing trip.

However, even a fishing trip can have its interesting twists, as the show proves, and progresses.
The two discover signs of an old fire, as well as some pieces of equipment. Jim is sent back to
Washington, while Taylor remains behind to investigate; which he does, finding that the people
leaving those things behind were chased by a dinosaur.

It does not take long for Taylor to discover the soldier he banished from Terra Nova, now bleeding
and hurt. Although he clearly stated he did not want the soldier around when he banished him,
Taylor now helps him with the only purpose of convincing him to work as an agent and infiltrate in
the Sixers. Letâ€™s just say Taylor offers the soldier a deal that cannot be refused.

Maddy, on the other hand, has her own quest in this episode. She gets to meet Ken Horton, the one
person she considers her idol, and she even makes friends with him. Ken Horton allows her to come
help him with work, but Maddy is not one to be fooled easily. She soon discovers that the autograph
he has just given her is not written by the same hand that had written a reply letter he sent her in the
past. Wanting to know the truth, she runs a DNA test, obtaining a positive result. She realizes that
the envelope for the letter may have been licked by another person, and she suspects Hortonâ€™s
assistant to be that person.

When Maddy discovers the machine capable of producing all the existing historical knowledge, the
fake Horton comes into play and tries to snatch it from her. Fortunately, when someone else gets
into the room, she manages to send a cryptic message to Jim, including their secret word for panic,
â€˜asparagusâ€™, and she is saved.

Josh, on the other hand, gets into trouble on his own accord. He wants his girlfriend with him, so he
is easily convinced to steal some medication, after a short conversation with the girl. He manages to
gather everything Mira asks of him, after seeing the proof, but he does not do a good job when it
comes to his safety. When he enters a bar to get some of the medication he stolen back, he fires his
sonic weapon and ends up quite hurt as a result.

As said earlier, too much is going on in this installment of Terra Nova, but no answers are given.
However, the sets were great, the shots were amazing, and there are plenty of open threads to get
the audience to look forward to the next episode.
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Author writing about a Terra Nova Spoilers. More info about Terra Nova Spoilers and a Terra Nova
Tv Show, please visit their website: http://terranova.maxupdates.tv/
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